All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Cooperation among non-kin is central to human societies \[[@pone.0171252.ref001]\]. Among many approaches to study cooperation, two that have received considerable attention in recent years are the exploration of cross-cultural differences and the investigation of decision times. A large body of evidence indicates that cooperation rates can vary substantially across countries and cultures \[[@pone.0171252.ref002]--[@pone.0171252.ref013]\]. In particular, a subject's cooperation in economic game experiments is typically positively related to the quality of institutions under which that subject lives \[[@pone.0171252.ref003], [@pone.0171252.ref009]--[@pone.0171252.ref011]\], perhaps due (at least in part) to the observation that strong institutions foster the development of prosocial norms \[[@pone.0171252.ref010], [@pone.0171252.ref012]\].

A separate body of work has found that decision times correlate with choosing cooperation versus defection, with some studies finding that cooperation occurs more quickly \[[@pone.0171252.ref014]--[@pone.0171252.ref020]\] and others finding the opposite \[[@pone.0171252.ref021]--[@pone.0171252.ref023]\]. These seemingly contradictory results have been reconciled by an account of decision times based on conflictedness \[[@pone.0171252.ref024]--[@pone.0171252.ref027]\]: less conflicted decisions (where one option is strongly preferred over the other) occur quickly, whereas more conflicted decisions (where the difference in preference strength between the options is small) occur slowly. Therefore, in settings where cooperation is attractive to most people (and thus is chosen more frequently than defection), cooperators will tend to be less conflicted than defectors, and cooperation decisions will be faster than defection decisions. Conversely, in settings where defection is more attractive to people (and thus is chosen more frequently then cooperation), the opposite may be true. This can help explain why the correlation between decision time and cooperation varies across studies, and why it varies with social environment within repeated game studies (where reciprocal decisions are faster than non-reciprocal decisions \[[@pone.0171252.ref026]\]).

In the present study, we bring these two lines of work together and explore how the relationship between decision time and cooperation varies based on culture. We do so by comparing the behavior of subjects from the United States and India in an online repeated cooperation game involving dynamic social networks.

The United States and India offer an attractive comparison because subjects from these two countries can be recruited from the same online labor market (Amazon Mechanical Turk, MTurk \[[@pone.0171252.ref028]\]) but they differ substantially in terms of institutional quality (and in other ways, of course). For example, the United States was rated higher than India on all dimensions of the Rule of Law Index 2015 compiled by the World Justice Project (<http://data.worldjusticeproject.org/>), which considers constraints on government, absence of corruption, open government, fundamental rights, order and security, regulatory enforcement, civil justice, and criminal justice (overall rating on a 0--1 scale: United States, .73; India, .51). Furthermore, a 2015 report from Legatum Institute shows that, in terms of the level of social capital, the United States is 11^th^-ranked and India is 129^th^-ranked across 142 countries in the world \[[@pone.0171252.ref029]\]. For this and other reasons, we would expect American subjects to be more likely to develop norms of cooperation. Accordingly, American subjects have indeed been found to be more cooperative than Indian subjects in 1-shot games in prior work \[[@pone.0171252.ref030]--[@pone.0171252.ref033]\].

We focus on play in a repeated game, rather than a 1-shot game, because repeated play offers a richer set up behaviors to explore. As described above, recent work has shown that decision speed varies based on social environment within the game \[[@pone.0171252.ref026]\]. Thus we can examine how the *speed* of cooperation differs between American and Indian subjects not just in the absence of information about their partners' play (as in 1-shot games), but also in the presence of specifically cooperative versus non-cooperative partners.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Data {#sec003}
----

We used the data from Nishi et al (2015) \[[@pone.0171252.ref034]\], in which 1,462 human subjects were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk \[[@pone.0171252.ref028]\] from all over the world for an experiment conducted in English. The main purpose of the data collection was to examine the effect of inequality and wealth visibility on cooperation and social welfare in dynamic social networks. The subjects participated in one of 80 online sessions between October and December 2013, and interacted repeatedly with connected neighbors in a public goods game over 10 rounds using their own computer. Their cooperation decision-making was dichotomous: cooperate with all connecting neighbors or defect against all of them. The benefit-cost ratio was 2. We obtained 13,560 decisions. At each round after the first, subjects were informed of the cooperation decisions of their connecting neighbors in the prior round. The Yale University Human Subjects Committee approved this study, and waived the need for written informed consent from the participants.

Since we recorded the Internet Protocol (IP) address of each subject (through <https://freegeoip.net/json/>), we could obtain information regarding where each subject resided at the time of the experiment. Subjects came predominantly from the United States (N = 1,059, 72.4%), followed by India (N = 377, 25.8%). Others come from 29 different countries, but all sample sizes are less than 10 per country (and thus they are omitted from further analysis). Please note that the experimental conditions for those from the United States and those from India are exactly the same (except for the time of day, given the time zone difference---though we conducted experiments at all times of day and night, thus having subjects in all time periods), and that subjects never knew the country of origin of their connecting neighbors in the experiments. Information on socio-demographic factors such as age, sex, race/ethnicity, and country of birth was not collected.

Measures {#sec004}
--------

One of our main outcome variables was decision time \[[@pone.0171252.ref015], [@pone.0171252.ref020], [@pone.0171252.ref031], [@pone.0171252.ref035]--[@pone.0171252.ref038]\]. We used the same definition of decision time that we previously defined for our experimental setting \[[@pone.0171252.ref026]\]: the time between when a step in which each subject was asked to choose cooperate or defect appeared on the screen and when each subject clicked A (for cooperate) or B (for defect) on the screen. As recommended by prior literature \[[@pone.0171252.ref020]\], the subjects in the experiment were not informed that decision time was recorded. The median decision time is 3.85 seconds (interquartile range \[IQR\] = 2.63--6.66) for all the subjects, 3.77 seconds (IQR = 2.58--6.61) for the American subjects, and 4.07 seconds (IQR = 2.80--6.86) for the Indian subjects.

Analytic procedure {#sec005}
------------------

Since our data regarding decision-making events was observed multiple times in a single subject and in a single session, we took into account the three-level hierarchical data structure using a multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression model for cooperation decision (binary outcome), and a multilevel mixed-effects linear regression for decision time (continuous outcome) (i.e., a random intercepts model of the multilevel analysis framework with restricted maximum likelihood \[REML\]) \[[@pone.0171252.ref039]\].

First, we examined the difference in cooperation rate between subjects from the United States and those from India at the first round (*unknown environment*, where subjects do not know if connecting neighbors are generally cooperative or not), in a *cooperative environment* (cooperation rate of connecting neighbors at the previous round ≥ 0.5) and in a *non-cooperative environment* (a rate \< 0.5) at the later rounds (2^nd^ to 10^th^ rounds), separately. We use the same threshold for the cooperative environment (i.e. 0.5) as in prior work \[[@pone.0171252.ref026]\].

Second, we examined decision time. As in previous studies \[[@pone.0171252.ref015], [@pone.0171252.ref026], [@pone.0171252.ref031]\], we log~10~-transformed decision time (seconds) due to the skewness of the decision time distribution. The point estimates obtained were exponentiated back with the base of 10 to show the percent change in decision time for cooperation decisions as compared with defection decisions (as in \[[@pone.0171252.ref026]\]). For the data in the unknown environment, we examined the decision time difference between cooperation and defection separately among subjects from the United States and those from India, and jointly analyzed the data to calculate the interaction *P* value. For the data regarding the second round or later, we separately analyzed the data by the type of environment (cooperative or non-cooperative).

In the random intercepts model that we used, we added a continuous variable of round number as a covariate for the later-round analysis, because decision time naturally becomes shorter over rounds \[[@pone.0171252.ref026]\]. As a sensitivity analysis for the later-round analysis on decision time, we added 8 indicator variables representing the third to tenth rounds (the second round as a reference category), which did not substantially change the results. All *P* values reported below are based on the mixed-effects regression model.

Results {#sec006}
=======

First, we report the cooperation rate of the subjects from the United States and India ([Fig 1](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In an unknown environment, the cooperation rate is 75.4% for those from the United States and 44.8% for those from India (*P* \< 0.001) ([Fig 1a](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}, left). In a cooperative environment (i.e., after the first round), it is 88.0% for those from the United States and 36.9% for those from India (*P* \< 0.001) ([Fig 1a](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}, middle), while, in a non-cooperative environment, it is 18.9% for those from the United States and 11.0% for those from India (*P* = 0.151) ([Fig 1a](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}, right). In sum, the American subjects are more cooperative than the Indian subjects across all the different environments in our experimental setting (although, unsurprisingly, this difference was much less pronounced in the non-cooperative environment where defection is normative based on the principle of reciprocity).

![Cooperation takes less time than defection in unknown and cooperative environments and more time in a cooperative environment among subjects from the United States, while the patterns are different among subjects from India.\
**(a)** The cooperation rate of subjects from the United States and from India is shown at each setting for the reference. **(b)** The percent change in decision time for cooperation as compared with that for defection is estimated from multilevel analysis. The interaction *P* values are also calculated. **Left**, the results at the 1^st^ round (subjects do not know if connecting neighbors are cooperative or not). **Middle**, the results of cooperative environments at later rounds (≥ 2). **Right**, the results of non-cooperative social environments at later rounds (≥ 2). A cooperative environment for cooperation rate of connecting neighbors at the last round of 0.5 or more, and a non-cooperative environment for that of less than 0.5. Error bars, point estimates ± standard errors. n.s. for *P* ≥ 0.05, \* for *P* \< 0.05, \*\* for *P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\* for *P* \< 0.001.](pone.0171252.g001){#pone.0171252.g001}

Second, we report the relationship between cooperation and decision time. In the first round (where subjects do not know if connecting neighbors are cooperative or non-cooperative; i.e., the unknown environment), there is a negative relationship between decision time and cooperation among the subjects from the United States (cooperation is 18.5% faster, *P* \< 0.001), and a positive relationship among those from India (cooperation is 15.3% slower, *P* = 0.049) ([Fig 1b](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}, left). This difference between American and Indian subjects in the relationship between decision time and cooperation is itself significant (interaction *P* \< 0.001).

When they know that connecting neighbors were cooperative in the previous round (cooperative environment), there is a negative relationship between decision time and cooperation among those from the United States (cooperation is 7.7% faster, *P* \< 0.001), and no relationship among those from India (cooperation is 1.4% slower, *P* = 0.671) ([Fig 1b](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}, middle). Again, the pattern among those from the United States differs from that among those from India (interaction *P* = 0.004).

When they know that connecting neighbors were *not* cooperative in the previous round (non-cooperative environment), there is a positive relationship between decision time and cooperation both among those from the United States (cooperation is 14.1% slower, *P* = 0.001) and those from India (cooperation is 26.9% slower, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig 1b](#pone.0171252.g001){ref-type="fig"}, right). The positive relationship is significantly weaker, however, among those from the United States compared to those from India (interaction *P* = 0.042).

Discussion {#sec007}
==========

In our experimental setting, we found marked differences between American and Indian subjects in cooperation, and in the relationship between cooperation and decision time. The American subjects are likely to be initially cooperative, and to keep cooperating at later rounds as long as neighbors are cooperative, but to switch to defection when neighbors defect. As per the conflictedness account of decision times, cooperation is therefore faster in the first round and in cooperative environments at later rounds, while defection is faster in non-cooperative environments.

Indian subjects, conversely, are relatively unlikely to cooperate, even in the first round or in later rounds where neighbors are cooperative. Thus, again as predicted by the conflictedness account, defection is faster than cooperation for Indian subjects across all environments. The difference is not statistically significant in the cooperative environment, perhaps because the psychology of reciprocation increased the psychological pull of cooperation even for those who eventually wound up defecting.

This difference in cooperation and decision time between the American and Indian subjects may have a root in the difference in quality of their social environment. As discussed in the Introduction and prior literature \[[@pone.0171252.ref013], [@pone.0171252.ref029], [@pone.0171252.ref030], [@pone.0171252.ref032], [@pone.0171252.ref040]\], Indian subjects live in a society which institution places less emphasis on social capital as compared with the US---low trust in their daily life may lead them to defect even against "friends" in the experimental setting. Since the friends in the experimental setting are anonymous and once-in-a-lifetime, it may be easier for them not to cooperate even after they realize that their "friends" are cooperative at the later rounds, but to defect and to prioritize gaining their own wealth. Subjects' preference on how to allocate their resource between self and others, which has been the main focus of Social Value Orientation \[[@pone.0171252.ref041], [@pone.0171252.ref042]\], and time spent for its decision-making can be influenced by quality of social environment \[[@pone.0171252.ref026], [@pone.0171252.ref032], [@pone.0171252.ref043]\].

Our results provide further evidence for the importance of cross-cultural differences in human cooperation. In particular, they support theories involving a positive relationship between typically advantageous behavior outside the economic game (e.g., strength of institutions and social capital in one's country of residence) and play in the game context \[[@pone.0171252.ref044]--[@pone.0171252.ref049]\]. Our results also provide additional support for the conflictedness account of decision times \[[@pone.0171252.ref024]--[@pone.0171252.ref027]\] by showing that, across cultures, the relative speed of cooperation varies with the absolute level of cooperation a person faces in the game.

It is important to note that our discussion of decision times has been limited to *correlations* between decision time and cooperation, rather than experiments in which decision times are experimentally manipulated. Evidence suggests that *manipulations* of decision time are *not* related to conflictedness, but instead are related to the relative reliance on intuition versus deliberation \[[@pone.0171252.ref025]\]; moreover, a recent meta-analysis of 51 such manipulation studies shows a consistent positive effect of promoting intuition relative to deliberation on cooperation in 1-shot games \[[@pone.0171252.ref050]\]. Relatively little work has investigated how the effect of decision time manipulations varies across cultures \[[@pone.0171252.ref032], [@pone.0171252.ref040], [@pone.0171252.ref051]\], and doing so is an important direction for future work.
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